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...live to fly!

Instruction manual
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· Wingspan  2600 mm
· Length  2400 mm
· Wing area without  112 dm²

elevator
· Take off weight  10.300 g

with  12s5000 and
Flitework TB-5000

· Electric power system  TB-5000
· Gas engine  DLE 110

Technical data:
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Congratulations for purchasing the Flitework Extra 300LPX. We say thanks for your trust and we wish you a
lot of happy flights with your new Extra 300 LPX.

ATTENTION PLEASE!
Remote controlled model planes are not a toy! For assembling, flying and servicing such models, you need a
high grade of technical comprehension and liability.
Careless assembling and operation may cause personal and material damage.

Because the Flitework GmbH has no influence on assembly, RC installation, operation and servicing of the
flight device, any liability is rejected under explicit advice to these dangers.

Usefull tools and adhesives:

· Hobbyknife
· Philips screw driver
· Drill bit set
· Wrench set
· Allen wrench set

· CA glue
· 10-min Epoxy glue
· PU glue
· Locking agent (b lue)
· Double sided adhesive tape

Recommended accessories:
1 x Motor set T-Boost 5000 Order No.: 0800-TB5000S
1 x Spinner 115mm
4 x Aileron servos with 100 N set force Order No.:  007-4020M
2 x Elevator servo with 100 N set force Order No.:  007-4020M
2 x Lipo-battery 6s 5000mAh 25C Order No.: 018-5006
1 x 5-6 channel receiver

Before assembling, please check the completeness and the accuracy of the model kit. Partially built models
are excluded from the right of replacement.
For the purposes of quality improvement we reserve ourselves changes of the technical implementation
without any announcement.
The current instruction manual should be support for the assembling of the model. The shown pictures and
hints are without any commitment. Legal effects cannot be deducted from this manual.

Screw the aluminium gear bow into the slot in the fuselage, using M5 screws. Afterward mount the gear cover
with the central M5 screw. Adapt the Fairings to the fuselage and use doublesided adhesive tape to fix the
fairings against the body.

Instead of the tape you can use 2 mm wood screws.

Assembling the main gear:
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To fit the fairings with adhesive tape against the
body is normally enough.

Screw the wheel hub into the gear bow and take
care, that the edges of the hex head are parallel to
the edges of the bow.

Place the wheel with the adjusting rings on the
shaft, that it is in the middle of the wheel pants.

Screw the wheel pants with M3 screws to the gear
bow. Look for a parallel alignment of the pants!

Installing the rudder:

The lever parts of Extra 300 LPX consists of high
quality aluminium-, steel- and plastic parts. The
lever system is adjustable stepless. Very impor-
tant is, to make the 5 mm hole for the M5 bolt in
correct position and right angular, using a box
column drill. The lever system is able to be adapt-
ed stepless to any servo angel. The installation of
the lever system can be made before or after
glueing the hinges into the rudder. The lever
system can be mounted or dismounted any time.

During glueing the hinges, look for the correct
adjustment of the axis.

Axis direction !!

8mm

28mm
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Assembling and installation of the tailgear:

Screw the aluminium bow of tail gear to the tail of
the fuselage like you can see on the picture.
Therefore you should use 3 mm wood screws.

Assemble the mechanical parts of the tail wheel
hub and fix all screws with blue locking agent.

Take care, that no glue comes inside the hinges. Be careful especially with PU glue, because its volume is
growing up during hardening. Glue inside the hinges becomes a big problem for their movement.

About 16 cm away from the  pivot axis of the
rudder drill a hole for the linkage ball, which is used
for the steering of the tail wheel.
Shorten the 2mm linkage steel wire to a length,
that it is impossible for the steel wire to slip out of
the linkage ball even if the rudder is in max. De-
flection.
Bead the linkage ball onto the 2 mm steel wire and
glue it into the prepared hole of the rudder blade.
Use 10 min. Epoxy glue.

Take care for a good mobility of all parts.

Installing the power system:

The installation of electric- or gas power system is very similar. For a lot of gas engines are plywood templates
added to the model accessories.  For DLE 111 motor use the template of DA 100 or the paper template in this
manual.  Also you can find the template for TB-5000 electric gear motor at the end of this manual.
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Cut out the template from the end of this manual. Use adhesive tape to fix the template against the firewall and
look for an exactly adjustment of the cross mark. This cross mark indicates the center of the driveline.  The
cross mark is not in the middle of the firewall, because a basic side pull is already built in, in the firewall.
This side pull can be enlarged, using shims during motor  installation. (The model kit contains a few Shims
from plywood).

For T-Bosst 5000 or DLE 111 you have to drill holes with 6 mm diameter.

For T-Boost first mount the rubber damper with
big shims and snap rings first.
These dampers are helpful to compensate the big
torque (12 Nm) of the TB-5000 smoothly.

Afterward T-Boost can be mounted on this damp-
ers, using shims, snaprings and nuts.

Use additional shims for adjusting the sidepull or
the downpull of motor, according to your flight
style.

At the motor dome, there is enough place for ESC
or ignition and gas servo.

The ESC FW-Contorl 120H should be mounted on the lower side of the motordome as far in front as possible.
(in front of the cut out of gas servo). The distance of the powercables should be more than the width of two
6s5000 packs. The battery pack should have place between this cables.

This is necessary to get the correct position of point of gravity.

The power cables of the ESC should be extended about 6 cm. Not more, because the length should be as
short as possible. Fix the ESC with short 2 mm wood screws. Its useful to glue small plywood parts inside the
motor dome to save the peaks of screws coming through the motor domes plywood.

Mill out
opening
for power
cables
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If you choose gas engine, so fix the tank instead
of the battery with velcro tapes. We recommend
to use an anti-slide map under the tank or even
under the battery.

For resonance exhaust systems the kit contains
two kinds of frames (55 mm and 65 mm).
The frames should be glued into the exhaust tun-
nel.

For some types of one cylinder engines it is ne-
cessary to install the gas servo beside the motor
dome.  The laser cutten parts for this servo frame
are also content of the model kit.

Rudder linkage:

The rudder linkage is conventionally realized with
2 steel ropes. The set force of the rudder servo
should be above 200 Ncm.
(MKS DS 660A+, Order No.: 007-660)
The ropes should be installed crosswise, because
the outlet angel  is better.
On servo side you can use the linkage balls with
eye bolts or linkage balls - eye bolts and rope
tension bolts.
We only used eye bolts together with the linkage
balls.
The rope should be threaded into the eye bolts.
Then put the brass sleeve over both ropes and
make an additional loop through the sleeve. Now
crimp the brass sleeve with a crimping tool. Cover
the crimped rope with a shrinking tube.

Crimp the sleeve carefully that the steel rope be-
comes not damaged during crimping.

Installing the elevator servos:

For elevator servos we recommend standard servos with a setforce of 100Ncm. The Flitework FW-4020M
would be a good choice. It is strong, quick, exactly, has coreless motor and a nice price. (007-4020M)

Screw the servo like picture into the servo shaft.
Use a 1,5 mm drill to make holes for the screws.
Attach the servo lever extension to the round servo
plate.

Use a servo tester to bring the servo into neutral
position. Then screw the servo lever onto the
servo. Use blue locking agent to fix the screw.

Next step is the mounting the lever system to the
elevator flaps.

A box column drill is very useful.
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Put the flap with blue side below on the table of the
box column drill machine.
Place the aluminium laver base 41 mm away from
the inside edge of the elevator flap. Mark the
drilling side with a marker. Then you can make the
5 mm hole. If you dont like to see any screw parts
on the upper side of the flap you should stop
drilling about 0.3 mm before reaching the film on
the opposite side.

Cut off the head of the M5 screw and glue the bolt
into the hole, using a very good epoxy glue. After
hardening put the bulbous shim over the bolt and
screw the conical aluminium part onto the bolt.

41mm

Adjust the lever so, that a servo angel of 60 degrees makes the flap position to the maximum (3D flight).
If all adjustmets are done, you can shorten the M5 bolt, if you like.
Make the same procedure for the other side of elevator. Take care that you drill only from the argent side into
the flap!

Tension tool for rudder rope

Linkage bolt for elevator and ailerons

The threads on the linkage bolts are mirror invert-
ed. In the middle of the bolt is a square. You can
adjust the length of the linkage, using a 4 mm
wrench.

Installation of the aileron servos:

Put the servo extension cable through the paper tube on fuselages side, to reach the Rx place.
Fix the elevator with 2 M3x20 screws to the fuselage.
Synchronize the elevator servos exactly with your TX software.

You have the possibility to use one or two aileron servos for each side. We recommend to use 2 servos to
avoid jitter of the aileron flaps during high speed flights. Also it is more secure to use 2 servos per flap. If you
use 2 servos you have to open the second servo frame. Cut out the film with a sharp hobby knife.

The servo cable points to the nose of wing, the servo lever points to the end of wing. The servo cable
extensions should have exactly the same length, because the fall of potential should be the same in both wires.
Only if the cables are in same length, the servos can work together. In the picture you see, that we have made
loops with the longer extension from the inner side servo. Dont shorten this extension!!

If it is no problem for you, to see the screw on the upper side of the flap, you can make the hole completely
trough the flap. Then you have to use the shim for the countersunk screw on blue side and the bulbous shim
on argent side.
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Very important is the adjustment of the linkage of both aileron servos. Very useful is a servo tester which can
indicate the current of the servos. For adjustment put the wing into vertical position. Adjust the linkages of both
servos so, that the no-load current of the servos becomes a minimum. Use a 4 mm wrench for adjustment.

Servos, which are not adjusted correctly, have a lot of power consumption and a lot of stress. As Rx battery
we use 2 pcs 2s 2000 LiFe together with the redundant system of the receiver. 300 mAh consumption from
each battery should be enough for a flight of 6 minutes.

Installing the RC components:

We use a Rx system with redundant power supply.
These systems are very easy to install and you
need no other parts for secure power supply. Take
care, that the Rx system is prepared for high cur-
rents on servo side, because the rudder servo can
take 10 - 15 A during flight.

Please make all RC installations very carefully to
avoid technical problems. If you are not sure, ask
an expert!

Very important is, to program the fail save position
of your Rx system to power off!

Do not use hold position in cause of fail save.
A model in this dimension may cause a lot of personal injuries and material damages in case of technical
defects.  Also it is necessary to control all important parts like linkages, servos, Rx batteries, power system
and all other technical parts periodically.

Flap adjustment:

The flap deflections of ailerons, elevators and rudders are very individually and depending on the flight style
of the modeller.  This setup is only a basic setting and can be adapted to any flight style.

Angel in ° Aileron Elevator Rudder

Standard
flight

20° 20° 30° - 35°

3D
flight

40° 45° 45° - 50°

Point of gravity:
The point of gravity can be placed from the beginning of the wing tube till the end of the wing tube, also
depending on your flight style.
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We wish you a lot of fun with this Flitework model. If you have any technical question, dont hesitate to con-
tact us per mail to:
We will try to answer your question as soon an competent as possible.

 Your Flitework Team

Personal notes:
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Template for TB-5000

Template for DLE111
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Flitework GmbH

Geymannstraße 27
4713 Gallspach
Austria / Europe

Tel:  +43 720 5154 01

Fax.:+43 720 5154 09

Mail.: office@flitework.at


